The ADSD3500 is a Time-of-Flight (ToF) Depth Image Signal Processor (ISP) for Analog Devices’ ToF products such as the ADTF3175 and ADSD3030. The Depth ISP processes the raw phase frames from the ToF imager, generating the final radial depth, active brightness (AB), and confidence frames. The ADSD3500 supports full computation of depth, active brightness and confidence data for 640 x 512 resolution and partial depth computation (pre-phase unwrap) for 1024 x 1024 resolution. Data and processing flow is controlled using the integrated ARM® Cortex®-M33. Computation is performed using dedicated hardware and memory, enabling a low-power ToF depth ISP solution. The ADSD3500 also controls the boot-up of the image sensor module, loading of calibration data, and triggering of frames.

The image data receiver (RX) and transmitter (TX) ports use standard Mobile Industry Processor Interface (MIPI) Camera Serial Link 2 (CSI-2) interfaces. Processor programming and operation are controlled through a 4-wire quad serial peripheral interface (QSPI), Inter-Integrated Circuit (I²C), and Improved Inter-Integrated Circuit (I³C) serial interfaces.

The ADSD3500 is available in a 3.47 mm x 3.47 mm Wafer-level chip scale packaging (WLCSP) and is specified over an operating temperature range of -25°C to +85°C.